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·SUMMARY 
[ (n-C5H5) Fe(~O) 2] 2snc12 , [(n-C5H5 )~Ni(CO) ]SnC12 and th~ nove'L~~mp~und~ . 
, I • 
(n-c5H~)~i(ca·)~ncl3 , Gn-c5H5)Ni(CO)SnBr3 , {<n-c5H5 )Ni(Co) J2s~B~z> , · 
... } ·. 
. . 
were prepared; . ~he _ nick_el-containin~ comp,ounds were characterised by 




The physical parameters of the c~mpounds are· c~mp,ared .and the 
. . 
effect of varying the · substituents at the tin atom on these parameters 
is ·discussed. The elec~ron donor properties of the groups ( ~-c5H5 )Fe(C0? 2 · ... 












I . . \ . . 
\ . 
*These ·compounds .have been synthesise d independently · by other ' ... . 
. wo.rker s i n the inter i m be tween, the . comple tion of · the cx.p er ime~tal ·work 
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NOMENCLA'fURE USED IN THIS . THESIS. . .. \ 
t!-
\ • '!}. • 
- 4 
~onunon inorganic · c·omp~unds are named .as.- is cus~omary. '·Compounds 
in which the oxidation number of an element can vary are named using 
Roman numerals to indicate the oxidation number of th~"el_e'ment. 
r-• 
-
(Example.: tin ( ll). chloride -. SnC1 2 • ) . 
~ . 
I . I 
Organometallic compo ul).ds are. named giving the radical~ in· this 
. 1 
order :
1 traris ·r~lon me til derived radicals aCin ascending ordel o~tqmi~ 
.number of the . transit i on metal); organic radi.c.als (aromatic before 
. \ 
alfphai:ic); h~logens (in asceqding order of atffinic number). Prefixes 
. ·.:.. , ' 
used are derived froJU the ~r~ek - using. (no prefix), bis-, tria..:., fo~ 
· tr'ansition me4 tal based radicals and (no prefix)·, di-, t"ri..:, ·etc. for 
• J • • ' • • • • ' 
org~nic r~s or hal'ogens. {Exam~e: bis(carbdnyl-n-cy~lcipentadi~nyl-
. .,
~nickel) dibromot~n(I V)._- [ ( ~-c SHS) Ni ( c_o) J 2SnBr2.} 
.. 
The. same convention is used when naming dimeric transition metal 
carbonyl deriv.atives. Thus, .afhe compo~·ndS! '[(11,-C5H5)Fe(CO) 2 ]2 and '<j 
"" . . . ' . 
' . 
[(1!-C5 H5)Ni{CO) ].2 ar.e . na~cid r e spectfvely bis(dicarbonyl-'IT-cyclopentadienyl-. 


































·- . INTRODUCTION 
.I , ~ .~ r :·r-r=T:".::o:::¥~ ~ ' , 
'r! '!'el!~~'C_'!,~ £ ta ~-~~!..~'-~ '!_!!r_:h' i !!.~\.~ S zn~heb£ Or g ano~e :.1 i };_, 
0 
The nwnber of organometallic compounds with metal.:.~letal bonds has 
. l-5 . 
increased rapidly since the pioneering studie&. of Hein and coworkers. , 
In' the '.late 1960's reviews of the work in this field were 
6 7 8. . .,. 
published at regular intervals • ' .-- they are now published anncrally 
I • 9 1b 
under the auspices o( The Chemical Society,. London .. • · 
The compounds . of interest to the present 'discussion ar.e those 
cont'aining a covalent bond . between a tra~sition metal · (gr~up IVa to 
. . . ,... . 
group Ib) and a ~ost-transi~etal (g"roup Ib to group Vb) . .. 
Table l shows the metal-metal bonds of 'this type · in·"c.ompounds 
tha·t .have beet;~. sy~t·h.esised to d~te (July, 1975). Compounds of group . . IVb 
clements predominate, probably because of the relative ease of their 
. . 
syntheses and their s 'tabil~ty, or .. because a wi~e range of starti!'g 
1 '. 
•'materials is available commercially in the case of compounds of group IVb . 
clements. _, . 
Some synthetic m'ethods are' widely used and these are reviewed 
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·' TABLE 1 · . . ' 
'b • ~ - .. •• 
I{eport's of th~ ·Synthesis "of Hetnl-Nctnl Bond~. · ·B$t~c~~ Va-rio&s Transi t'ion u.n~ 'Pott .. fi'lm~itl 
. ' -
. a 
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~>-,.,.~. "\ .:" 
een Various Transitiop and Post~rransi~ion Metals 
'\. . . ' . t1 . - , 
_ii.jl~-~~~ as th~ po~rce .. up·to 1972.) 
. '\' 
' 
M~~. · . . 
i~'1o .. -rJ · Mn Tc ~e . ·Fe Ru Os Co ·· R,h · lr Ni ' Pd . Pt·· 
6 . 6 
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General ·Methods· for the Synthesis of Metal-Metal, Bomied Complexes'. 
=:: ::z:::::::= 
1. Replacement of One or ·More Halogen Atom Attached to an Atom~of a 
Post-Transition Element by a Transition Metal Carbonyl and/or 
·. Cyclopentadienyl Group. 
The exchange of a ~alogen atom in a .compound of the t~pe R4_nEXn 
by a transition metal g:t;oup is the most widely used method ·for th.e 
prepatati6n of complexes containing bonds between, transi~ion me~al~ ~nd 
post-transition metals. 'This type ~f reaction has been used to prepare 
. . . 
compl~xes of group rv metals bonded to the elements chromium, molybdenum, 
7 7 23-27 7 . 
tungsten, manganese, rhenium, iron, ' cobalt, n1ckel, ·ruthenium, 
. . 27 ,. 
rhodium, palladium, osmium, iridium, platinum. . Generali¥·• the s\dium 
. salt 'of tbe transition metal derivative is used, but . the · salts of other 
( 27 ' 3 4 
·alkali metals have been used as well as those of calcium. ' 
The general equation for the reactions is as· follows: 
R EX' + mMQ. -)o R4 EX Q + mMX or : { 4-n n -n n-m m 
}~ 
-R EX + mQ -)o R EX, Q + mX 4-n n 4-n n-m m 
or where .. R.= H, aryl,7 alkyl; E· = Si, ·ce, Sn, Pb; M = alJ.<ali metal or 
. . 
!~Fe(CO) 4 , (n-C5H5 )Fe(C0}2 , Co,(C0}4 , (n-C5H5_aRa)Ni(CO), (~-C~HS-aRa)Ru(C~) 2 ~ 
;1 .'-i (n-C5·Hs-a~) .Rh (CO), (n-c5 HS-a ~a) Pd (CO) , d (n-C S HS-aRa)O'S (CO) 2 '. 
· ~(n-c5H5' R )Ir(CO), (n-c5H5 R ) Pt (CO)~ other su~stituted transition· -a a -a a 
metal derivati~es; X= Cl, Br, I; m,n = 1 4; a = 1 or· 2. 
· Complexe$ can b e synthesised .with more than one transition metal 





























' . . 
........ 
has been used to prepare complexes cont~lining an. atom. of a group IVb 
I 
' element attached to· a~oms of two d.iff.erent transition metals. For 
examp~e, ' . 
-
ClMe2SnMn(Co') ~··+ .(11'-C_5H5 H1o(CO) 3-: ' 
' ' ' 
.. ·~ ... -
'An analogous tungsten-tin-manganese ·compound wa~ also prepared. Simi-
;; 
' .. 30 . ' 
lady; compounds containing Fe2SnMo:i skeletoJ:?.s, _ Fe2Sn~ and ~e2 SnRe 
skeletons, 31. and Fe2 SnNo skeletons
30
•
32 have' been 'ma!fe. 
5 
·. This · preparative method appears to be limited by steric factors. 
• # 
. ' 
· Attempts to prepare tetr~substituted derivatives of group IVb elements 
with manganese or rhenium pen'ta_carbonyl have not been successful 80 
f 33,34 ar. The smaller 'size of the groups (7T-C5H5)Fe(C0) 2 .an~ 
. "' 
.· . 
(7T-G5n5 )Mo{Co) 3 has enabled the existence of four su~h - groups around a 
central atom of a group IVb ·~le~~nt. 30 • 31 
This method has been. extende~ to complexes containing transition · 
metal atdm.s bonded to atoms of g~oup liib and group Vb el'em_ents'. · Com-
pounds containing bonds between indium and molybdenum, ·tungsten,· 
' . 
• 1 
manganese, rhenium, iron, 16 indium and cobalt, 16 • 35 thalliu~ · ancl cobalt, l8.,JS 
. 36 .... 1:;7 • 22 . 37 . . . 
thallium and mang~nese, antimony and iron, ; · antimony and cobalt, 
bismuth and. iron, bismuth and c_obalt, 37 arse~ic and molybdenum, t~ngsten~ 
21 . . 21 37 . 
manganese, cobalt;·, arsenic --and iron, ' have been s;rnthesised. 
In addition, ~here ~re ' iristan~es where the method has been used 
. ''- • I 38 
to form compounds containing uranium-manganese or gold-ma!lganes'e, : 
. . 39 
















-. "\ ' Hetal-Metal, Metal-Carbon and Hetal-Halogen Bonds. 
Some metal-metal bonded tomplexes have been synthesi~ed ~Y''\ 
. ' 
insertion yeactions~ which. are 'someti~es fo)}~d to be , conyenient • . 
. . ' ~- . ' 40 41 Bonds have been fornied betw'een . atO!n~ of germanium and iron I ' 
. d b 1 · 42 . d .h. i 43 i d h 1 . germa.nium an co a t, g~rman1.um an · rut en urn, . t n.an c rom urn, 
44 · . d .45 i .d i ' 40,42,46-49 
molybdenum or tungsten, t1n an manganese; t n an ron, · · 
tin and cabal t, 42,50,51 tin and ikl42,52 tin and ruthenium, 43 indium n c e , 
\ 
. . . 53 l5 16 r5, 16, ~3 indium' and ·and chromium·, - molybdenum ' · or tungsten, 
16,45 d . 15,45 di d • \ba). 45,54 t.: i i manganese, indium an 1ron ~ ·.in urn an co t uy nsert on 
~ .... .. . 
~into . a met~l-metal . bond according .to the re~ction 
I . 
, 
-+ Q EX 2 n 
. '
I . 
where E: = Ge, Sn '(n 2) or In (n = 1) ;. X= b!logen; Q . . = (n-c5R5)M(~o) 3 
(M = Cr, No, W), N(C0) 5:-(M = Cr,W), Mn(C0) 5 , (rr- C5H5)F':(C0) 2 , 
I r: . . ~n-C5 H5)Ru(CO) 2 '· ~o(CO) 4 , (1T-:-C5H5)Ni(CO) or. suostitu,ted·~;,a~alogues .o~. 
these derivat~ves. 
.. 
·Sinc.e c?mpletion of the experimental work for this thesis (August 
' 
19ll);, ~~ere hgs·~~~n· a report of an insertion of ·~in(II) chloride into 
a ' heterobi~\JC·l~ar ·ri-"ansition met~l carbonyl cycl'opentadienyl complex,. 
.:. 56 
farming a protiu~t wf th a heterotrimetallic skeleto~. 
. ' 
(tr-C5H5) Fe·( CO) z Sn~l2 (CO) Ni ( n-:-C5H5 ) 
·.-:- · . 57 · · • ·· sa 59 • 
Ti n(II) · a'nd ge rmanium(II) ' . chlori d-es have s uccessfully b'een 
. · I 









r;) · . 
·c:. • . 






E:c12 ~ QR :~~ . fi 'QEC12R 
e.g. snc1 2·: (n-c5~5~~e(Co) 2Me + . (1T-C5H5)Fe(co);s·nc.~2Me. 
. . \. . 
where E ~ Sn (R =Me~ Et), Ge (R =Me, Et, n-Pr, iso7Pr, benzyl); 
.. Q ~ (1T-C~e(CO) 2 • ~-I~sert:ton ~~s not observed . a·~ · the tung~t.en-carbon 
465'Y\ ./ ' 
bond, . or at the molyb4denum.-carbon or man.gane13e-car~on ,fonds or ~e 
.. ~ 57 . 
tin(II) bromide was used. . Instead, the p;oduct was a metal-metal 
. boJfed complex with three halogen atoms rttach~d to the group IVb metal 
• atom, i.e. of the type qEx3 .. 
.-
/ . Inserti~n o.f .tin·(II), germanium(II) and indium(I)· halides into 
.!=ransit~on metal-halogen bonds has als~ ·bee~ reported. ·Germanium(II) 
. . • . . . . 60 . '-
chlori,de has been inserted into iron-halogen bonds,. · tin(II) chloride 
. . 
1 · 
.: . . . 46 . . . 61. . . ' . . 62 63 
has been inserted into ir~chlorine, iron-iod1ne; nickel-chlorine, .. ' 
43 64 I . 65 · . . ' 
ruthenium-chlorine, ' ·and palladium- chlorine bonds and ind'ium(I) 
halides hav'e·. been inserted· into molybdenum-, turigs~e·n- Chenium- iron- · 
' J • , 
i . . '15 . coba ~-, rhodium-, plat~num~ and gold-chlorine bonps. 
3 . · Reaction'"of Group IVb Anions with Transition 'Metal Carbonyl 
Complexes~ · 
. ,. ' 
Some metal-metal -bonds have been synthe~ised· by the r.eaction· of 
hal.ide derivatives of. transi'tion ·metal carbonyl and/or cyclopentadienyi 
complexes with group I Vb metal anions. 
· or 
QX + MER3 -~ . Q_E~3 + H:X· 
QX +_ ER3 + · QER3 + X 
), 





.,  .' 
. ,_, . . 
. ' 








' • ' ... 
·"\ 8 
- , 
·R = Ph; 66 .or :Q = . (n-_C7H7)Mo(C0).2 ; X= Br; M; Li,; E 
. . . . 
' ' I 
~· = ': . . . 68 = Ge; R = _q\ or 
- ' Q = (n-C5H5)Ni(L) (L';;, · tric1rganp-phosphine o~ -arsine o.r .~6H1iNC); J • 
X Cl B M C E = G 62 '69 S ~. 69 . R·. Cl Q ( C ) ( h •• ,) ,, r; = s; e, · _ n, . c , Br; or rr- 5H5 Ni_PP 3 ,; 
70 X_ .=/ Cl; M = Li;. E = Ge, Sn, Pb; R =alkyl., aryl; 
.. 
or Q = Pd (L) (L') ci 
(L, V = alkyl or ~ryl isonitrile) i . (= q; M . . 65 Cs; E "" Ge; R c Cl. · 
., 
. \ 
In the presence of certain group IVb anions, some transition 
metal carbonyl-complexes lose one or mor~ · carbonyl.-grC:>UP to fom a 
' metal~metal tiond. 




)· n- +nco ·· 
. n . 
or whe~e J(CQ)·n = '(n-c5it~)V(C0~ 4 .• 
."» 
varici~~- chromium, molybdenum, tungsten 
Snct3- SiPh 3 ; n - 1 , 2. 
By this type of r _eaction, compl~xes, containin,& bonds betw~en 
. . . . k. 72 . ' . d ' bd 68,-71 d 
silicon and nic el; germanium an moly enum, · germanium an . iron 
. . 68 ' . 71 . ' . ' 73 
or cobalt, germa ni um_ and nickel, germani~~- . or tin and m~!,lganese, . 
. 74 . 
tin and vanadium, chromium, molybdenum or tungsten h ave been formed • . 
Group IVJ:> anions may also displace n-bonded benzene or . mesitylene_ 
: · · in· chromium or molybdenum complexes. 
} 
(C0)_3Mo(c6HjMe3) + 3Ge_Cl 3-
·, [' ' . ]3- . 71 
-+ (CO) 3Mo(GeC13) J + c6H3Me 3 .· 
I' 
6-
. or M(C6_H6) 2 + 6ER3 · -+ M(ER3) 6 + 2C6H6 
e. g. 
~ 
Cr(C6H6) 2 + 6GeCl · - . + 3. 
. ' . ' 6-

























or where. M = cr· or· Mo; · E 
74' . 
= Sn. · ·Thus 1 complex anions with 'polynucle~r 
~ . 
metal-metal bonded skele(:orya have been prep.ared. 
\ . 
Besides the ~bove reactions, a germaniwn-iron bonded complex has 
been -prepared fr<?m the reaction of t;riphenylgermyllit~ium with the anion 
4. 'l Reactions of Group IVb Hydrides with Transition Metal ·carbonyl 
Derivatives. · 
\ \ . 
. , Silanes react with homob:i.nuclear transition, metal ' carbonyls to 
~ . 
produce compounds with bonds between silicon and "'molybdenum, manganese, 
. . . 76. 77-79 . . 43 
.rhenium, . irbn, or nickel, cobalt, . . . . and. rut;henium. 
·e.g . . 
:Z.R3Si~ + ·q 2 -+ 2Q~iR3 + H2 . 
2Cl 3SiH + [(n-C5H5 )Ni(C0)]2 
76 
-+ 2(n-C.JHS)Ni(CO)SiC13 + H2 
. or wh'ere Q = (n-c5H~)'Ho(C0) 3 , Mn(C0) 5, Re(C0) 5 ,. ( n-c5~5)Fe(~o);~ Co(C0) 4 , 
(n-:-C5H5)Ru(C0) 2; R ='alkyl, aryl, halog'en. .. . . ·, 
Complexes containing silicon-iridium ~nd germanium-iridium bonds 
have ct>een synthesised by reacting an iridium carbonyl complex with 
· ao . . 
trichlorosilane., trimethylsilane , ·or trich~orogarrnane. 
,, 
Trichlorogerrnane has been found to -react with h~logen derivatives · 
o'f metal carbonyls: · 
' 
,.e.g .. Cl 3GeH + (~-C5H5)Fe(C0) 2Cl 
+ (n-C
5
H_5)Fe(C0) 2GeC13 ·+ HCl l •
60 
















' .· ., ' 
62' (~~c5H5 )Ni(L) (L =. trialkyl- or· triarylphosphine .or -arsine or - c6~11 Nc. 
. . ' ' I ' • . . 7 
: ·'J:he reaction mechanism :ts a 'matter of debate. · 
. . t . 
. ~ ~ Trial.kylgermaues and stannanes have been used to prepare compounds 
1 77· ' with bonds between. cob a t and germanium· or tin, probably in an analo-
. \ 
.. 
gous way to the ' reactions of th1 silanes. 
· · Group, IVb hydrid~s also( ~e~ct with metal ca'rbonyls to produce 
metal-metal b~\ds. .Iron·-silicon76 and iron-tin8.1 bonds have b.een l'repared . 
fj~,m iron penlacarbony:~ or tri-·iron dode·c~carl;>ooyl, and complexes con-
taining ruthenium-.tin bonds .have been prep~red from triruthenium 
. . 82 
dodecacarbonyl. Cpmplexes C<?ntaining silica?- o.r ~in-osmium bonds 
'- . : 
have been synthesis~d from trimethylsilane or trimethylstannane and 
. 83 
ttiosmium dodecacarbonyl • 
; , 
5. , Reaction of Homobinuclear Transition or. Carbon 1 
. · ~ 
Antirnony(III), ·Bistnuth(III). Halides .. 
These reactions may result· in the one or more · 
halogen atom ·by a tr~nsition metal carbon~l or cyclopentadienyl 
group, producing. -c~mplexes ·with. bond • 
. ··: . 
. . 
Before the work of this thesis, this meth d had not· enjoyed wide 
. . 
li . . 1 . 84 b .1 . i 85,86 i ' . i tim . app cat1on . . ron-tl.n, coa· t-tn, , ron-arsenc,-an . ony, : 
-bismuth, 37 •87 cobal't-bis~uth37 bonded complexes had· be~n ~ynth'esised _?y 
this method. 
S.:i.nce · then,' comp.lexe~ co~ taining ir9~-germanium, nickel-germanium 
.. 
and nickel- tin bonds have also been synthesised by this metl\od. 52 , 88 

































or As, Sb; Bi (n = 3); ~ = halogen. ' ' 
Novel trimetallic •complexes have ~een prepared by reacting the 
. binuclear nickel derivative with monosubstitute~ germanium and ~in(IV) 
. . 88 halides where the substituent is the iron group. The tin derivfltives 
were prepared as part of the' work of this thesis; 
· 6. Reacfions where Mercury is Displaced from a Mercury-Transition 
Hetal Bond by a Post-Transition Metal.· 
. J 89 · . . ' ·. 90 
Tin(Il) halide~, and germanium(!!) iodide have displaced · 
., . ';.' 
mercury from some of its tran.sition metal derivatives of t;he type QHgR 
. ' 
.. 
(where Q = R = ('rr.-c5!15 )M.o(CO) 3 , (n-C5H5)W(CO) 3 , (1r-c5H5) Fe(C0) 2 , . f~n 
·t 
.... , . : .. 
ti~ (II) or germanium(II) · ..:_ o.r .,..here Q =; R Co(CO) ~, Co(CO) lBu3 or 
R = halogen, for tin(II) halides only). 
E.x2' + QHgR -+ QEX2R t ~g ., 
e.g. Gd2 +· [(~-c5H5)P~(C0) 2 ] 2"Hg . \ :• 
_,.. [(n•C5H5 )Fe(C0) 2] 2Gei2 + .Hg ) I . t 
He.rcury in bis(tetracarbonylcobalt)mercury has also .been d-is:-
~ . .. . . 
15 16 · . . 91 
placed· by indium(!) halides, ' elemental zinc or cadmit1m, or 
'92 
elemental erbium. Indium(I) halides have also ~risplace~ mercury from 
. . 
bis (~ ic·arbonyl-n-~ycl6pen.t'adie.nyliron)mer.cury and b:i.s (tri~~rbonyl-1T-
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.. · . J 
" \ . 
. ' 
12 
Tiq(IV) chlorid ha~.di~placed mer~ury from various mercury ' iron 
nitros'yl carbonyl compiLes, ·~r~b-C}bly as mercuric c_hloride, producing 
. . · I 24 93d. .. 
comylexes wi~h tin-iron· bonds. ' . These reactions may he considered 
' I I ~ . 
to be forma·ily similar tb t~e reac~ion_· ·s descr.ibed in section 1~. . 
. . . . •\ '" 
7.' Reactions where Merc j r laced from a Mercur -Post-Transition 
1 ' ' I . 
. ~ r:....... . Net~~ Bond by. a Transition Metal Carbonyl and/or Cyclopentadienyl 
~- De,rived Group.- . · · .. · 1 \ . ' 
.. \ "' 1 
. II . 
Bis ( triorganogernjl).me~~ury compounds _have been treated with 
I . 
. .. 
homobinuclear, transition ~et~l carbonyl andjor cyclope~tadienyl com-
I 
9 4:..9 6' . ~ ' ~ . . . ' . 
plexes . or . transition m.~tal carbonyl and/or cyclopenfadienyl derived . 
· d · . I · · · · 
.· 95-97 ~ . ' ·1 . . 
halides · to produce complexes with bonds between ·germanium and 
· . I , 
. 95 1 94-96 96 . 95-97· 
molybdenum or tungsten, ·iron, · · cobalt .or· nickel. 
• I 
I 
I (R3~) .2Hg _ + Q2 -+ 9ER3 +, . .... . 
'I . tr; 
. (R3E) 2Hg + QX. -~ Q~~3 +.· ... ~rf'~ I . 
h R . h l 9 6 th l . 9 4 , 9 5 , 9 7 E G Q w ere = p eny_ , . e y , , · = e; 
·or 
' r 
(n-:-'C5H51) M o (CO) 3 , 
I 
With the iridium co~plex; I({PEt3) 2 (CO).Cl; . only one. mercury-}- . 
silicon 'or -germanium bond is broken in the reaction ~f' bis ( triorganosilyl)' 
. . . ' . 
. i - . 
mercury or bi~(triorganogermyl )mercury. Oxidative arld'ition t o the 
' . ~ I 
iridium ~tqm occurs; produci ng both ·an iridium- mercury . and an iridium-
o 
. . . 83 
sili¢on or - germanium bon'i. 
With iron · pentacarbonyl and ' bis ( tri~ethyl~ily~)mer.cury, one 
" 
1 ! • 
carbonyl group_ is broken off in the f ormation of iron-silicon bonded 




- ' . 
,· 









































~ ' . 
. . 
. . . 
B. Amine Elimination Reactions • . 





or where R, R~ = ·all-';yl, -aryl; E = Ge, · Sn; Q 
99,100 ·. • 100; .· . 
Mo, H), · . (Phl) 2PtCl, . · ,(n-C5 H5) 2MH (M 
(n-C5H5)M(C0) 3 (M ·= · cr, ~ 
= Ho.' _w) '101 ~Os(C0)'4.102 _ 
· 
1 T~i~~hod has _not enjoy~d much use, possi~l~ because the 
starting· m·a~eri_als are not generally commercially. available. 
~ 
9. Cleavage of Homobinuciear Organa-Group·· !Vb Compounds. • 
Homobinuciear organo-stannanes or -:-plumbanes may react wi~h 
. ' . 
. ·' 
l~bmobin1uclear tra~ltion me'tal carbonyl cyclop~nta.dienyl C<?~plexes with 
cleavage o'f the metal..:.metal bond in' ea~ch compound- and forming. a new 
.heterobinuclear metal-metal bond. 
(R EY + Q + 2QER 3 7J 2 . 3 · 
e. g. , 
.·, 
. • ' h.\ 
oi wh~re Q =: ( n:-C5H5) M(CO) n (70{' W, -n = 3; M = fe', n = 2; ··M. = Ni, 
n .= 1); R = ~H3 ; E = Sn. 10~ ( . . \ 
., 
. I 
Reaction' of !:he group IVb com~ounds with' ~-~~er ~ransit-io~ metal 
carbony~ complexe~ aliso givef rise to metal.:.metal bo\ded products. 
Hexaorganodistannanes have produced tin-iron, -ruthenium, -coo~lt and 
. . 82 
-rhodium bonded complexes by reaction with : triruthenium dodecacarbonyl, 
, . I .. 
' .. 81 . . 
iron pentacarbony~, n-cyclopentadienylcobalt dicarbonyl .or ,n-cyclo-

















10 . ' Direct· Combinat'ion of Elementa~ Post-Transition Metais with 
Tr.ans ~ tion Met~ .C.arbonyl( or Carbonyl-'IT-cyclope~~adie~yl ·Complexes or 
Their Derivatives. · · · 
~-
. (In the . case of mer~ury, this · reaction c.an. be: considered formally .. 
similar to the insertion reactions discussed earlfer.) ' ·, 
Metallic zinc, cadmium or mercury c?n interact with metal-metal \ 
bond;~~- b~nuClear tr~nsiti.6n metal carbonyl or ~carbo~yl-n-cy~topenta- _ 
d ' 'f.-;:i(; .• q. 1 f ' : i d ;1. 106 i 106, 107 1.eny/~P ~xes to orm z1.nc- ron or _ca mium~ ron, . mercury- ron, , 
I ' 103 106 108 ' . 108 ' 
mercury-chromium, ' ' mercury-molybdenum or -tungsten bonds. 
Q + M -~ Q2M . 2 "· 
\ 
·e. g. 
' . . 
or where Q = _Fe(CO? (, M =:,· Zn, Cd, Hg';· Q = Cr(CO) s:, -~~ ~ Hg; or . ' 
. ' 
Q == (n-C5H5)Z(CO) 3 (~ = Cr, Mo, W), M == ·Hg. 
Elements of ~~qup IIIb react in a somewhat 'similar ·fashion~ : 
. ' . 109 17 Gallium-manganese or in_dium-manganese, thallium-chromium or -molybdenum 
• llO 
and thallium-cobalt bonds have beert formed in · these reactions. 
. e.g . . 
;+ M Q 
m n 
. 
m = 1, n = 1, 3; Q = ' (n-C5 H5)Mo(C0) 3 , M = Tl, m =. 1-, 1 ~ = 1; or .Q ~ - Co(C0) 4·1 
M Tl, m = 1, n = 1~ 
, Hetallic ·niercury has been found to react wi-th halide derivatives 
' 
of transition metal carbonyl-n-cyclopentadiepyl complexes • . 
QX + ~g + QHgX 
e.g. 
' I ' 















. ' ·· 
\ ' • I {. : 
I} 
. ~ . 
l1 
or where Q 
). 
~ I~ t~is w.ay, ~n'ds ·. between me~cu~y and· i'ron, molybden\nn or 
tungsten have been .syn'thrsised. · 




Organometallic Halides oj gr;up IVb elements or tin'(II)-,.· ti'rl-(IV) 
. \ 
or .ger)nanium(l.V) halides reac.~ . with .transition metal carbonyl moieties 
with loss of o.ne ca'rbony~ group a11d formation· of metal-metal bonds.· · 
' • 9 . ' 11'1 
Silicon-, germanium- ~nd tin-rhodium, germanium-.. a~d· tin-cobalt, . 
' . 112 113 . . ' . . 
and tin- iron , ' bonds h.av~ been rna e this way. 
"l 
-~ XJEY 3· + CO. 
q 
J(CO) + ~EY3 
1, , 1 
e. g. .. (n:-CSJs)~ (CO) 2 ;'~ Sn9.1 4 ; ~ Cl(.n-c5H5)(CO)RhSnC13 +·co 
or w':re J • (n-C5H5)Rh(CO): E · : G~ .. Sn,. X~ Y • h~l~ :or · E.C Si, 
.'X = H, Y = aryl; or J = (11-:C5H5)Co(CO), E = Ge, S~, X= 'f. = halogen 
,./' 
« • 112 ' 
.· :(except GeC14); or. J' .= Fe,(C~) 3L , (L = PPh3 , AsPh3 ~ SbPh3), E-
' 
113 
· X- Y = Cl, Br ;. or J ~ Fc(CO)~, . E = Ge, Sn, X= Y ~halogen. 
J XEY = '· - --~- 3 
· Products of the form J(.EY3)2 a re found where J = (n-c5H5)~h(C.O), 
HS~c1 3 or w·her~ · J = ( 1T ~C5H5 )Co(C~), except XEY3 = S~I4 • 
.,af/1-., ' . 
A trim'er i c complex with t i n- rhodium bcrrrils' is :forme d wheq t in(I.I) 
19 ~ : j, 
chlori de · displaces one -carbonyl group from (7T-C5 H5 ) ~(CO) 2 • · ~ 
12 . Miscellaneou s Ne thods . . . 
Beside s those r eac t i q n s already mentioned, othe rs , much les s 
*whe r e X = 'Cl, the product i s' Q2Hg . 
·l 'r 





















.... . .. ··. 
' I ' · 
<I 




... ~ . 
w.idely used ', have also resulted in the formatio'n of:metal-metdll bond;, ' 
- ' . 
I_t · is bey~n~ the ~c~pe or" this dl~cussicili·. to consider them all in detail. 
" I 
o . ., However, tho.se o( especial interest ·here will ·be outlined· below. 
. . . 
Some 'complexes containing bonds between tin and molybdenum, 
.manganese, 1ro~, cobijlt, using tris- .. ' 
,.. ' 
'/: (trim~.r:hylst~riny_l)ami~e , . bi (trimethyls ana -~h~ at.p.ropriate 
: . . ' 114 
homobinuclear transition met;:al' ·arb 1 der·ivative. · It was not . 
• <()' 0 . 
possible to account f9r the fate of. the ~itroge~·or· the 'oxygen, . . For . 
. . ! . .. 0 . 




A .complex co,n taining indium-c.ob_ll~ t ~bonds ~l.as been prepa~ed .from 
tr lmethyHndiiun and \etracarbony1cob.alt' hydride with elimination . of 
. ' . . . ' . . \ ' ' 0 ' .• 
. 16 
methane. 
'~'lwllium11? •11:-5 and magnesi:um11 deriv,atives
0 
pf· traQs~tion me.tal ' 
· cnrbony'l complexe~ have been used · to synthesise other co~pounds cont'aining 
. * 
' i • 0 new0 m~tal-me tal bonds~ The reactions of these .substanccs are in som~ 
ways a~alogous to theJ"reactions described in ' section 1 ' and the ·last ones 
'· 
of section 6 cir those o~ sectio~ 7. 
I' 
· · Assorted .add.ition ' reactions have produc;ed complexes with iridium-/ 
.. ~ 
0 
. 116 . 117 
'.) silicon "and -germanium, iridium-g~id, -co~per and thod~um-copper 
118 c ., 
and nickel-tin bonds. 
· ; BY va.r...f?us other reactions, complexes cont'aining bonds between 
119 120 ,· ·. 120 121 
tin and the. metals chromium; ' molybden~m and tungsten, .. . iron, · . • 
. ' · ~ . 




' 0 ,. · 
.. 
,, 
.. -~ · 
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17 
~.1 , t • • • . 0 • t 0 1 I l Complexes Containing .. Bonds between· NickeJ. and· a Group IVb E-lement. .-
u . . . 0 
tompl,exes "c6'ntaining a metal-metal bond betw~en nickel and a 
' ' 
. I . ' 
P99t,-transj,t'ion e_~ement. h~ve received less a·ttentiorr thi.ln th<;>se of other. 
) 




'The only .ones known are those 'where the post-
1 
transition m~tal is a member a.'f · gro\lp 'rVb. 
0 . 
Tte earliest report of complexes with bonds between nickel and 
....... . ' 27 '\ .J 
group IVb ele"inents is dated 1961., . 'w~ere, these whe prepa!ed ~sing ·the, 
·anion (1T-C5H.SJ Ni{tO)- 'or similar anions where ·the CY.clopentadienyl r.ing 
' .... . . ~ . 
has ~rganic · substi tu.ents. 
.. 
Since then. these complexes h;iVe been synthesised by tnost of·'·the 
. other methods described earli~r' .with ~he except·ion of those in se'ttion 
. . \ 
6 -- since no complex wil:'h ~ a· mercury-nickel b.ond has ye,t bei:m reported • .. 
"" . : .... · . 
. e \". \ 
The ex(ferfmen'ta1 work of this thesis' was done with ~ view · towards 
app~y.ing some · of' the• commonl y use(;! synthetic methods to the pr'eparat ion 
of complexes .containing a nickel--tin bond. Ah De~ ;f: es'pec:Lal concen-·· 
.. 
... . 
tration was the ·r~action of tin(IV) .halides or substitut~d halides with 
". . . • : • = • ' ' • 
. ' . 
bis (carbonyl-TI-cy·cl9Perit~cfienylnickel)', whic.h, where :su.cces~ful, yieldedo 
. e 
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~. 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 
I ,. \ (~ \ . 
i . Starting materials were generaliy obtained· commercially. Of those . 
·that ·were ·no~, the prepar~tions are described below.. The compound.s, 
bi!> ( d icarbonyl-n-cyclopen tad~eny~iron) and bis .< carbonyl;-.ncyclopentadieny 1-
nickel) were obtained from Alfa In9rganic,s Inc. ~ Beveriy, Massachusetts, 
'. U.S. A. 
Preparations were carried out und e r an atmosphere of dry ni~rogen • 
. ' 
Solvents were kept over sodium -~ diethyl ether and tetrahydrofura~ were 
kept over sodium benzophenone ketyl, -- and all were distilled under · 
' . 
vacuum before ' use. 
Infrared sp!'!ctra' were run as Nuj ~1 or he~achlorobu.tadiene mulls. 
between sod.ium ch~oride plates, on a Perkin-Elmer model 457 inf rared, 
spe'ctrophotome·ter, or as chloroform solutions i n O.Smm KBr cells on ··a 
Perkin.,.J;:lme.r model 225 infrar~d spectrophotom~ter. Calibrat~on st~ndards 
. - 1 
of DCl and polystyrene were employed in the range 2200-1900cm • 
Ultraviolet spectra we:re run. as CHC13. solutions in quartz cells 
on a Unicam SP800 ~pectrophotomet~r. 
{~ . 
NMR . spect:ra were reco'rded on a Varian .A60 ihstrllinent. CDC13 was 
. . 
. used as ' the. so~vent: for these spectra, al).d tetramethy).silane w.as ~ used as 
a ref eren.ce. 
. 
Mass spectra were obtained 'using a Perkin-Elmer-Hitachi RMU-6E 
instrumen~ ·~·ith the direct insertion probe • . 















Preparation of tin(IV) iodide. 
. 
Powdered d.~ (2. 4g, 20mmdle) and solid iodine .0-o. lg, 40mrnole) · · .f 
were mixed' in ca~bon tet~achloride (SOml). / The mixture was refluxed 
until no "further colour change (from' purple to orange:.:red) was noted~ . 
i' 
Solvenc was removed and the residue was extracted with carbon tetrF- . 
chloride; filtered and cooled. Crysta-is of. t~n(IV) iodide (10.4g, 
l(mmole, 85%) were o_btained, 'm .• p. 142-:3° (l;lt. 143.5° 124). 
,I) 
Preparation of tin(IV) bromide. 
· Sm~ll. ·pie~es of metallic tin (2.4g, 20mmole) were placed in a 
I . 
thr~e-necked flask, through whidh dry .nitrogen gas was continuously 
-passed. A. reflux conden'ser was fitted to the middle. neck. Bromine 
. . . 
(7.0g, 44~ole) was ~qd~d dropwise . doWn the reflux condenser. Vigorous 
rea~ti~n ·was observed~ 'd'Jring which .a colou.rl~ss liquid, tin(IV) bromide , 1 
,. . ., 
. 
formed, - Excess bromine was -distilled' off, and then the remaining liquid 
was distilled" into :~mothe'r containe~. 'The produc~ was purified by · . 
cooling it until most o~ it :;olidif_ied ,· and~ the remaining • liquid was· 
. 
c 1. •' 
decanted. The solid was remelted and ' cooled to solidify most of ' it and 
ag·ain the excess liq!lid was d~canted to, leave purified 'tin(IV) bromid~ 
. . . 
(4.8g, llmmole, 55%), m.p. 32-3° (lit. · 33°.1~4 ). 
Preparation of (dicarbonyl-n-cyclopentadienyliron)trichlorotin(IV). 
' 
' . \ 
Tin(IV) chloride (9.7ml, 22g, 85mmole) was added to dry,· oxygen-
. . . 
c .. ~ 
free benzene (SOOml) i n a lOOOml round-bottomed flask fitted with a 
reflux··_ conden'ser and a Soxhlet extractor. Bis(dicarbonyl- .n:-cyclopenta-
. 
dienyliron) ( 30 ~ g, 85mmole ) was placed in the thimble ·inside the : . . 
extractor. The · solution was reflu:xed until all the solid in the thimble 
































. ' ' ~ evaporation under vacuum until a solid began · to separate out. 
.. .. ' ' 
,Recrystal-
isation in dichloromethane yielded orange .crystals of (d:ica;-bonyl-~,... · · 
. ·'.• . 
cy_clopen tadienyl iron) trichloro tin'{'IV) (2lg, Sltnm~le, 60%) , m',_p. 156-7·0 ; 
. ·dec. (lit. ~sao ,· 27,·1"~5 155·)~ ~126 lS7o4.6,84). 
· ) , 
,. ' 
,Preparatio'n of (dicarbonyl-n-cyclopent:adienyliron)-tribromotiri(IV·) ~ 
Sim~l~r method to that used above, using tin (IV) bromide (6. 6g, · 
15mrnole) , bis(dicarbonyi-n-cyclopentadienyliron) (5. 3g, lSnunole) in 
) ' . . . . 
benzene ( lSOml~ ; yielded · (dicarbonyl-rr-cyclopentadienyliron) tribr?motin(IV) 
(2.4g; _4.6mmole,,30%), m.p. 170° (lit. 169-170°;126 170-1°84). 
· 'Reaction .of his (di~arbonyi-n-cyclopent:adienyliro,!!) with tin(II) chloride 
' ' J 
dihydrate. 
' ' 
· Tin(II) chlorid~ dihydrate (4. lg, 18mrnole) and his (dicarbonyl-11-
. . ' 
cyclopentadienyli'ron) (5. 3g, "lSmmole) were mixed in methanol(250ml) and 
ethyl acetate(S~l) and the solution was refJ.uxed in an-atmosphere of 
dry nitrog_en for. 6 hours,' The colour of the solution had _changed· frcim 
. ; ~ 
win_e~red to orang~ in this time • . On cooling, orange crystals of .bis-
. (dicarbonyl-n-cyclopentadienyliron)dichlorotin(IV) separated from t:he 
' . ' 
solution: ~emova1 of some solvent under vacuum left SOml of con~entrateci 




The orange crystals were. washed with hexane and recrystallised 
from methanol to give fine orange needles of bis(dicarbonyl.:.;r.:.cycl open-
tadienyliron)dichloroti.n(IV) ·(s:4g, lOmm~le, _67%), m.p. 167-8° (lit .. 














Reaction of his ( carbonyl-n-cyclopentadienyl nickel) with anhydrous 
tin(II) chloride; 
Anhydrous tin(II)' chloride (0.64g, 3.4mmole) and bis(ca~bonyl-n-·· 
cycloperitadienylnic kel) ' (LOg, 3.3mmole) were mixed a nd dry oxygen-free 
tetrahydrofuran was ··condensed onto the soli~s· to di ssolve them. The 
• o/ 
solution was stirred under :ref lux unfil there was n~ evid.ence o f bridging: 
. -l 
carbonyl b-ands ( 1800-1900cm ). in the infrared . spectra .of the solution 
(2 hours). Solvent· was removed. under vacuum, and the rema~ning solid· 
was extracted. with chloroform. The produc t was recrystallised from 1:1 -
~ • • • .. --="" 
CHCl)/.hexane, giving dark gr:en
1 
plates of ois·( carbonyl-n-cyclopenta- . 
di~nylnickel)dichl~rotin(IV) .co.6~g, 1: 4nun~le, 42% ~ , m.p . 9J-94° (lit. 
·_Jdo ( . ) 42 dec . ) . 
Analysis: .Calc' d: C, 2'9 • 2 2% ; · H , 2 .. 04%; Cl, 14', 38%. 
-
Found c, 29 . 27%; H, 2.12%; Cl, 14 . 54% . 
Reacti on of. bis(ca:rbonyl-n-cyc.lopentad~enylnickel) wi th anhydrous 
tin (II) bromide. 
. . 
Dry tetrahydrofuran (SOml) was condensed into a lOOm! round-
bottomed fla-~k containing bis(carbonyl-:-n-'cyclope~tadienylnick~l) (l. Og, 
. . 
3. J minole) ·and tin(II) b~omide (l.Og, 3 . 5nimole). The solution was stirred 
.· . . 
, under reflux until there was no trace o f bridging carbonyl bands 
, . 
(1800- 1900cm-1) in inf.rared spectra of. ' samples .of the mixture · (2 hours). 
Sol vent was removed . under vacuum a nd .t.he solhl was ex tr.ac.ted with 
• 
chloroform, whicl;l ~ on cooling so -'63° and, remova l of s9me sol vent unde r 
vacuum , . gav e· ~ d~rk green crystal line solid ." 
The 'soll,d was recrystallised f~om .1:1 CHCl/hexane. to give dark 
green, plate s - o,f b is (carbonyl-n-cy clopenta di enyl n i ckel )di bromotin(IV) 
'. · 




















(0.66g, l.lnnnole, 107-108°. ' 
· ' 
... ·Analysis: Required: 
·C' 24 .:76%; H, 1. 73%; o, 5. So'%; ·Br, 27.45%. 
I . • 
Found c, 24.7,6%; H, 1. 88%; o, 5. 66%; Br, 27.37%. 
Reaction of bis{carbonyl-n-cycloEentadienylnickel2 wHh tin{II2 iodide. 
Tin(II) iodfde (1.3g, 3.5mmole) and bis(carbonyl-n-cyclopenta- . · 
I . • • 
dienylnickel) (1.0~, 3.3minol.~) were :dissolved in dry, oxyg~n-free . . · 
/ ' 
~etrahydrofuran · (SOml) . . The mixture was stirred for two hourf, after 
.. which a change of colour:, from cherry-red to dark brown was noted . . 
Removal of the solvent left a tarry residue. This was extracted into 
I \ benzene, and·removal of the s6lvent left another tar~y residue; apparently 
\ . ' 
unchanged . 
The pro~ess was repeated, this Qime ~xtrac~ing .the residue int~ 
d.ichloromethane, with the sanie ·result. .It prov~d , illiposs.ible to obtain· a 
pure · produc ~. 
'In,i;rared spectra of the t.arry residue showed a very strong band 
. -1 
'at 2070cm · • 
"· .. 
. s; ~· · • f t 
Reaction ' of bis(carbonyi-n-cycloPentadienyln~~kel/ with tin(IV) chloride~ 
I · 1 
,• .. .. · Tin(IV) chla'ride (0.41111i, 0 .• 90g·, 3.5mmole) and bfs(carbonyl-11-
. . 
cyclopentadienylni~kel) (l.Og,. 3.3mmole) :·were mixed in dry, oxygen-fr.ee 
. \ . 
benzene (30ml) and stirred at room temperature under Jlitr:ogen for 40 
. 
nlinu.tes. : The resulting gree.n solution was filtered, benzene wa~ removed 
•i 
under vacuum until the volume of the ~elution was reduced to 10m! and an 
equal volume ~f hexane was add~d ~ropwise·. Dark 'greep needle.s were 
obtained Jhich were · ~ecrtstaliised by dissolvi~g in benzene (fOml) and 
. ' ' ' 
I 
depositing with hexane added drop~ise. · The pJ;'od.uct was filtered and 
drie d to give (carbonyl-n-cyclopentadienylnickel) ,trichlorotin(XV) (0 .46g ',. 
. •. . .. " 
•, 
.. 












0 , ' I o • ' \o ~· ; .. 
' ·', ,.·. 
' ... 
() •· 
1.2nimole, 37%), m.p-. '42-43°(qec.). 
' ' . ' 
' \. 
Analysis: R~quired: C, 19.,12(.; H, 1.34%;· Cl; 28.27%. 
Found C, 18.9'1%; H, 1.43%·;. Cl·, 28. 3'4%. 
23 
Reaction of ?is(carbonyl-n-c~cloperltadienylnickel) with tin(IV) bromide· . 
. Tin(IV) bromide (1. 7g, 4.0mmole) and. bis(carbonyl-n-cyclo.penta-
dieny,lnickel) (LOg, 3. 3mmole) wer~ mixed in _dry, ·oxygen-free benz~ne 
(40ml) and Stirred at room temperature under nit'rogen for one hour. · The 
, ' . , " ' ' I 
resulting green solution -was filter~d ap.d concentrated to Sml by removing 
benzene under v~~uum. Hexane (20ml) · was added dropwise until fine, dark 
g'reen ne~dles were obtained. The product was recrystallised by dissolving 
. 
in benzene and adding hexane dropwis.e to the ablution, ·which Wa$ then 
. . 
~iltered and the solid was dried to give ,crystals of' (~arbqnyl-~-cyclo-
' . . 
peptadienylnickel)tribromotin(IV) (0.52g, 1.'2mmole, 36%)' m.p. 56.:.:58° 
r• "'t .. 
. (dec.). 
Analysis: Require~: .c. 14.12%; H, 0.99%;· Br~ 46.98%. 
~ 
i ' Found C, 13.97%; H, 1. 06%; Br, 4 7. 08%. 
Reaction of his (c~rbonyl-11-cYclop~ntadieny]Jn{ckel) with tin(.IV) iodide. 
· Tin(I.V.) iodide (2. Og, 3. 2mmoie) and bis(carbonyl-TI-ayclopenta- · 
. . . . \ 
dienylnickel) (0.9lg·, 3.0mmole) were mixed in dry, ·oxygen-free benzene 
' 
(SOml). The solution was stirred at roo~ temperature for two hours, 
during wh~ch the solution hacj. changed colour 'from ~ine-red · to brown. 
Remova l of sol vent . under vacuum left a brown tarry residue. The resi.due 
0 • 
\ . . . 
was · extracted into b~nzene and filtered . . The benzene was removed under , 
·' ··vacuum, · and · a similar tar-;-y residue was left. Extraction ~ith other 
solvents gave ~o pure product. The material ·.decomposed before· it could 
. 
be purified: (According to infrared spec,tra, no absorptions could be 
'· 
'f , I 
. •. 
.. ,• . 















'' : ·~ 
. . ' ' . 
• 
.... 
, ' I, 
. ~.~. i .' 
,· .. 
'1, •• 
t. .. • . -1 ' 
seen· in thejat'?ony1 s~~etching -region -~ 170.0-2100cm .) 
. ·' , . . 
24 
Infrared 'spe~tra of the tarry residues showed a very strong b~md 
. -1 
at about 2070cm • 
' Reaction of bis ( carbonyl~1T-cyclopentadienylnickel) with (dicarbonYl-1T-
cyclopentadienyliron) trichlo:otin(IIi). 
- (Dicarbonyl-1T-cyclopentadien-yliron) ti-,ichlorotin(IV) (1 . .5g, 
' . 
· 3. 7mmole) and bis(carbony1-1T-cyclopentadienylnickel) (1.2g, 3.9mmole) 
• ' 1 
I 
were mixed ):ogether in dry, oxy&en-fr.ee benzene (SOml) and the. miXture · 
was refluxed under nitrogen for 12 hours • . During this ti~e, the p'rogress 
· of the reaction was mQni to red by tnfra~ed spectroscopy, watching for the 
.' • 0 • • -1 
·disappearance of the bridging c_arbonyl bands in the 1800-1900cm 
The sol vent was removed under vacuum, leaving a c. brown ·solid. 
solid was washed with hexane and extracted into a· 1:1 mixture · o.f · 
range. 
Th~ . 
dichloromethane/hexane and filtered under nit1;ogen. · Concentratfon of 
: I . . . . . . . 
. ~he '·iolution with cooling yielded broWn-green cryst~ls whi~h ~er'e ·wash~d. 
' . ' . ~ ' 
filtered and _dried unch~r a stream of dry ni~rogen. Recrystallisation with 
the same solvent mixture gave (d.icarbonyl-1T-cyciopentadienyliron)-
(car~onyl-1T-·cyclopentadienylnickel) dichloro~in(IV) (.I .Og, 1. 9mmole, 
.. 
52%), m.p. 113;- 114~·. 
Analysis:. Required: · c, 30.12%; H~ ·1.94%; 'Cl;· 13.68%. 
(• 
Found C;30.20%; H, ·2.08%; Cl, 13.48%. 
. . 
It. was noted that• unde r vacuum, a gre en volatile solid, which proved 'to 
f 
' b,e nickelocene, was given off in observable quantities in this 'prepar-
ation. · 
·.· 
'; . ' 
























Reaction of bis ( cai:bonyl-n-cyclopentadienylnickel) with (dicarbonyi-
rr-cycl:opentadienyliron) tribromotin(IV). 
"' . . . .. J . . 
(Dicarbo~yl-n-cyclopentadienyliron) tribromotin (I"V) (2. Og, 
2.6mmole) and bis(carbo~yl-n-cyclopentadienylrtickel) (0.85g, 2.8nimole)· 
were mixed together in dry, oxygen-free benzene· (SOml) and the mixture 
was refluxed under nitrogen for 12" hourS until there was no carbonyl 
., 
' ··. -1 
bridging band in the range 1800-1900g'tn in infrared spec.tra of the 
mixture. 0 The sol vent was ·r~n'loved und~r vacuum., leaving a dark brown 
. 
solid. : This was washed with hexane to remov~ traces of unreacted b.is-
( carbonyl-n-cyclopent"adienylnickel) and then· extracted into a 1! 1 mixture 
c 
of dichlorometh~me/hexane· and filtered und.er nitrogen. The solution was 
· concentrated and ·cooled, giving brown-green crystals. These were washed 
' ' 
with hexane, ·filtered, and dr{ed under a stream .of d!Y nitrogen. 
Recrystallisation with the same solvent mixture gav,e (dica,rb~nyl-'lT­
cyclopentadienyliron) ( ca'rbonyl-n-~Y,clo.pentadienylnickel)dibromotin (IV) 
(l.Og, l. 7nirnole; 65%), m.p. 148-149~ · 
It yas noted · thi;lt 'hickelocen~" was. given off. in ob·servable amounts 
in this prepar;ation, espec:ially where there 
.: 
was a vacuum; 
Analysis: 'Required: c, 25; 71%;_ H, L66%; Br, 26.32% • .,_ 
~ 
Found C, 25·. 54%; H, 1. ,80%; Br, '26. 34%. 
'· Reaction of bis (carbonyl-n-cyclopentadienylnickel) with ti.n (II) fluoride • . 
This was done under similar -r:eq.ction condition~ to · rea:ctions with. 
other tin(II)1 h~lides. Infrared spectroscopy .of the reaction mixt~r.e. at 
. ' ~ . . . . ' . -1 · 
regular intervals ~howed, bridging carbonyl bands in the region .1800-1909cm ,.-.. 
i ndicating that the int~nded reaction had no.t taken place (insertion) . 
. . 















materials that gave no evidence of having carbonyl bands at. all in their 
infrared 'spectra . . No crystalline proqu'cts were obtained. 
Reaction of bis·(carbonyl-n-cycl'opentadienylnickel) ·with potassium 
tl 27,127 me a. · 
. ' 
Several attempts were made to prepare. the anio.n, .[ (m-C5H5}Ni(.CO) r, .' 
by the reaction of }hese two materials using e'quimol~r quantities in 
tetrahydrofuran solutions. At 'room temperat;ure-,_. there was no apparent 
re<=lc tion. . No colour ch~nge was · observ-ed a~d .infr'ared spee:t~a of the 
· ·~ ' s~utions . ~t regular ~;tervals showed no 9hange· in the- b.ridgiv.g .carbonyl 
,._ ~ion at l800-1900cm • At elevated temperature~, t _he _'solution changed 
{rani wine-red t'o. green and infrared spectra of the resulting mixture 
' -1 
. showed a band at .about 1740-1745cm , characteristiq of the compouhd 
. . . . 128 
[ (7r-C5H5)Ni] 3 (CO)? • . 
' 
Reac_tion of b:i.s(car·bonyl:._n-cyclopentadienylnickel) with sodium metal. 
These materials were taken in equim_olar qu;;tntitie-9 , in tetra-
, I 
hydrofuran ' solut:Lqn under: the same conditions· as the react·ion wLth 
-potassium metaL At room· temperature, the solution went gteen, and · 
inirared spe_ctra ·of. the resulting mixture showed a b_and at about 1740-
. . 
. :..1 128 1745cm , as before. . 




· , · ·. This ·reaction·was done under. the same conditions p.s for reactions 
wi 'th tin(IV) halides . The re~c tion mixture after ~me hour g~ve infrared 
spectra'with a s~rong ·. . -1 . . sh arp band at about 2020cm Remov<\}1 of s.olvel).t 
gave a greenish-brown oil from which it was not possibl·e to obtain a 









. I pur~ pr9duct before dec_ol!lposition set :J.n. 
. Reaction of bis (carboriyl-rr-cyclopentadienylnickel) with diphenyltin 
" . dichloride. · 
J 
· This reac.tion ·was done using equimolar qu~mtities of the 
' . 
reactants. ·The materials we~e refiuxed in' benzene for: 19 hours. The 
27 
• . • • . 1 . . 
crude product gave a ~and at about · 2000-2005cm- . ·This also was impos-_. 
sib.ie to purify. 
Reaction. of bis(carbonyl-1T-cyclopentadienylnickel)dibr.omo tin( IV) with · 
·phenyll'ithium . 
. These materials were tal<~n .in?.'olar ratio of ·1: 2 .and added . 
J • 
together in tetrahydrofuran at -78°. e mixtzure was stirre~ at that 
temperatu~e for 20 hours. Infrared spectra of the resul t .ing mixture . 
\ ' .. -1 
showed only a weak, broad band at about 1950cm .. ·· Removal of solvent 
•. 
under vacuum left an oil from whic:h it was not possible · to . obtain a pure 
.. 
crystallin~ product~ 
methylmagnesium i .odide. 
. ":'. , o 
' (J . 
~ 
The'se ma~e·rials were taken i n a molal: ratio of 1: 2· and · added 
toget!1_er ·in diethyl ether at -room temperatur.e. The mixture was stirred 
fo,r _24 hours; .An infrar~d spectrum of the mixture immediately after the 
0 
' . 
reactants were added together showe.d .bands i n tqe bridging c~rbo~yl .. . 
. . . -1 ' . . . -1 . . -1. 
r egion, ~800-1900cm ·, as well as ~n · t l750cm and one a~ 12060cm • Af t er · 24 hours, an infrared spe'ctr. s owed a band at ,2000cm to~ether 
with the b~idging ·carbonyl b a nds. Att pts, to i sola te a pure product 
.,. 


































Reaction of his (carbony~.:..n-cycl.opentadienylnickel)diohlo:rotin(IV) with 
th{ophenol in. presence of a base. 
· · The rea~ tants were take'n. in the molar ratio 1:1.1 with ·a slight 
excess of triethylamine in tetrphydrofuran at room .temperature. After · 
. one hour, an infrared spectrum C?f the ulixttire showed a band at about 
' • 
' -1 ; . . . -1 . . . . ·. -1 
1995cm together with one at about 1950cm and. at· about 1810cm • ·. 
After a furth,er hour, solvent was removed undei: vacuum, leaving .an oil. 
19-ed spegtr~ ... of th{s oil ~h!Jwed a ~and 
. ' . 
to purify the material were · uhsuccessful. 
-1 
at f!bout 1995ciiJ. • Attempt~ 
Reaction 'of bis ( carbonyl-1T-:cyclopen.tadie~ylnfckel) dichloro.t in (.IV) with 
. : 
e .thanethiol iri pr~sence of a base • 
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I. The Reactions. J 
The insertion' of tin(II;> · chlorid,e 6r bromide fnto th~ nickel-
. .. . ' .. 
· ·nickel ·bond ~f [ (_n-c5H5)Ni(CO)] 2 . takes plac~ ·quite readiiy when _tetr,a-: 
• .r • ~ • ' 
hydrofuran is used ·as a solve~t, the prod~cts b,ein~ ((n-C5H5) Ni(CO)] 2snx2 
.. ' J • I 
. (X = Cl or Br respectively). The 'ins'erti,on of tin(II) chloride t·a~es 
<· 
. place readily' into [(n-c 5H5)F~(C0) 2 ] 2 ' with'riiet~artol as . the ,sQ.lvent,'.as 




Insertion of tin(II) . halides into binuclear transition metal· 
. 
carbonyl complexes has · been reported by some· resear.chers to· take pla.ce . 
.I • • ' 
most readily· when the tran~i .. ~_i?n m~tal compl~x contains bridging. ' ca~bony~ 
· 42 46 . . . 
groups. '· There are rep.or.t-s, however, of . insertion in~o .chromium- ' 
chromium, molybdenum-moiybdenum, tungsten-~ungst~~' 44~ manganJ._~e--mang·a- · 





met:al bond is unsupported by bridging carbonyl groups •. . It · is repor_t .ed 
. ' . () . . 
. .... . . . . 42 . . . . 45 .. 
'that,· iti . .the case of the cobalt-cobalt at_ld manganese-:-~anganese bonds, 
. . 
conditions must be more rig_o.rous in order to effect insertion where there 
·' 




. • . . 130 
Infrared spectra of solutions of the complexes· [(n-C5 H5)Fe(C0) 2]2 o ' 
. " 13hl35 . 
and ?o2_(CO) 8 ..... show mixtures · o; bridged· and unbridged forms in · 
·varying pr!)portions, depending on the temperature. It 'may be · that inser-
ti~ri- interm~diates requiri~g lowe~ activation energies are pos~ible 
where· bridged-nonbridged isomerism occurs, 
29 














A ste'ric factor: may ·also- be .responsib!'e for the :differences· in 
I 
,. 
reacpvity of the b:j.nuclear transition metal compiexes: Because' of the 
. . . 
. . 
larger number . of carbonyl groups around the tr:ansition metal atoms 1 . . . . . 
Mn2 (co) 10 ~ould !;,e expected to be_ ... ~ess rea~tiye than Go2 (Co) 8 a~d 0 · 
. ~ . . . 
[<n:-c5H5)M(C0) 3]2 (H = Cr, No, W) would .be exp~cted to .be less reactJ-ve 
\j 
than [(n-c5H~)Fe( .~o))? ari.d eve~ less reactive· t~an [_.(TI-C5H5)~i(C0)]2 
where insertion of -.:a tin{II) halide is . concerned • . 0 
' 
.· 
" Q ' I C" 1 , ,. 
-~ 
Kinetic studies of the in-sertion of tin(II) halides into the· · 
. ' . ] 136 
. . metal-meta~ bond of the bin.udea~ · complexes [(TI-C5H.S)Fe(CQ) 2 2 ~. 1 
. · , · ] ' 137 [ •. 55 ' ~(Bul)Co(C0) 3 2 ~ - · (1r-:"C,SHS~Ni(C0)]2 have been·r~9rted. The results · 
• 0 • . bl . • . (} 
suggest a bimolecular mechanism' in which the dimer is ·subjecte-d to a · 
' 
. . . • . ' tl . 
direct . attack by thetin(II) . halide. ~pecies. . . A postulat~a intermediate . 
0 
i's shown bedpw· · (M =· Fe 1 · Co). 
. ~ .. 
0 • ' 
In the. CB5.6-Qf insertion of tin(II) halides ii:l'to nonbridged ) . . ' ' ' ' . 
. . '44 ' 129 
dimeric species, for ·example 1 [(1T-C5H5~Mo(Co) 3J 2 . or [(Bul)Go(~o) 3] 2 , 
' it is· sugg~s ted that !?her? 'are two possible mechanisms - - direct and 
indirect. In the latter, there i s ,first .formed a mix·~~~e ~f QX and 
• " '0 1t , . 
QSnx3 ;,.,af ter w.hich th~ excess d~~ei -~eacts . with_ the QSnX~- to form Q2snX2 . · 
(Q =:= .· (.1'!-CSH5 )No(CO) 3 , (Bu3~)Co(OO) 3 , or' other' sim:l\a~ t~ans~tio.n metal .. . 
der,ived gro_up.; X =. halogen). The . pres~nce of QX ~ QSnX3 , Q3SnX among the 
' I 




























reaction mix.~·ures i.s? taken as evidence' in support of the suggested 
reaction scheme: The relat'ive importance of the two pathways depends em 
• • 0 Q 
the nature pf the transition metal group, the halogeni the solvent used, 
the mole ratio of the re'actants, the temperature, and the presence ·or 
abs~nce of ~ight • . 
J 
.~In the light of some of these considerations, the,ease of 
reaction of t'in(.II} chloride and bromide .with the nickel d~mer seems", 
.r~asonable. 
· Appar,ently, i:in(II) fluoride does not insert into the nickel;-
\ . . . 
nickel bond \.,rhen ~etrahydrofuran .is used as the solvent, as infrared 
~pe~t~~'of ihe ieaction mixtures taken at int~rvals show bridging 
ca.rqcinyl · groups to be 'present at all ' times·. However, the •. lack of 
- . . ' ~ ' ' ' - . 
reaction ' in~~ . be. due to the 'two species not being , in the same phase, a.s 
. ,. ' 
: . 
" 
' tin(I~) fluoride ~s : practically _ insoluble in tetrah~drofuran, o~ indeed 
most ". sol ve!,nt!) "(~ .,. 




: . ., 
·.This produc.t .is :volati~e, having an extrem~ly disag~eeable · 
odour. 
I 
It dec?mposes too rapidly for · ~t ' to be isolat~d, and no other 
• • • Q ' 
~~t~tials ~auld b~ isolated fo~ identification. 
' . ' . . . ' ... 
. ' 138 
uns tab.~.e co~pound ('1T-C5H5).Ni ~CO) I. , .. 
The product may be the 
;_, 
; . 
Tin(IV) chloride and :bromide react 'readily w~th •[(rr-c_5H5)Ni.(CO) ] 2 
.• l.n benzene to. -give ~ir.:.c5HS)N~~t~)Snx3 (X= Cl . or···Br r:~~p.ecti~e~y) .. In 
neither case wa~ it poss~ble to isolate ' the other expected product., 
. . ' . . . ,', ' :-..'' . . . ' . carbonyl-n~cyclopentadienyl . hal1de, . presumab~y because. of deco~position 
' •' I ) ~ • t • o • • 
due to "tnermal i .nstability., . . " 
Carbonyl-7r-cycio'p~ntadienylnickel iO'dide has .been identified· and 
0 I '~ I • ' , { 0 • 
.found to -p·e tmstable p.bove 0°. ~.3-~ . Among .'other transition metal carbonyl· 
, · .\ 
, I 
.  


















halides, the stabilites tend to fall in the order Cl <' Br < I with_ very 
139· few·fluoro- derivatives known; Assuming that, as with other metal 
. .- . 
ca'rbonyl halides, the ·iodide is the least electron-attfa<!ting, w.it~ ' .. the · 
.bromide more so,,and the chloride most attracting, the electron density 
at the metal atom would be expected to be least in the chloride. · Thus, 
the extent of .backbonding from the metal d~ to the carbon pn ~rbitals 
. would be reduced, weak~ning the metal~carbon. bond, making decomposition 
easier. 
For example:·, of .th,e compounds _(;r- C5H5) Fe(CO) 2x; the chloride 
decomposes at· 8~0140 without 'mel~ing, whereas the iodide only. decomposes 
' • 141 
at '117-118° as it m~lts. Also, . experiments on the rate,' of CO exchange I , . . . . . . 
in the · compounds ( (n...:c5H_5) Fe(C~) 2x show· that· the r_ate is greatest when 
. ... . 142 . 
X :: Cl , ·less when X = Br, ana least when X :: I -- evidence for the 
, · 
difcference in bon9 strengths between the metal and · the carbon atoms and 
' 
also sugges'tive of the ease with which a. CO group may leave a chloride 
. I . . 
derivative compared to the corr~sponding iodide derivative. The .authors 
"' 
. . 
also studied the . excha~ge rate fn the compounds .. Nn(CO) 5x with similar - o 
result's. · Observations of the stabilities. o.f the compounds Co(C0) 4X show 
., . \.. 
that they decrease in the order X '~.: t > 'Br > c;:!l. 143 
I 
Reaction of tin (iV) io.dide with the binuclear nickel c.omp!'ex 
appa_rently gives· products . si~lar to th_ose whe~ tin(II) i~~d. 
Although organotin(IV) halides appear to react with the binuclear 
. . 
nickel complex in a similar fashion to th~ react~on ·o f tin(IV) halides~ 
·: .. ' ' ,. . 
producing similar colour changes and changes in ~h'e infra,red spectra of 
.. 
the mixtu~es, no products could be isolated to confirin this. 
', 
. . 
The c~mpounds (~-c5H5 ) Fe (C0) 2SnX3 ' (X = 
. . . 





























products being novel hetero.trimetallic ' compounds containing ~ tin atom 
bonded to . an iron atom ·and .a nickel atom, ·(1r-C5H5) Fe(CO) 2snx2 (1T-C5H5)~ 
Ni(CO) (X= Cl, Br). 
., Q 
Attempts t~repare the anion, (1T-C5H5)Ni\CO)-~ wer~·no~ 
successful.,· It had been hoped that some novel metal-metal bonded com- · 
o ~ I : > \ 
plexes could have been made using the anion to displace halogen atoms 
. . ' ' .. 
attached to tin atoms in tin(IV) compounds. 
. . 
At tempts to produce novel · comp~unds by replacemen.t of the halogen 
atOplS 
, I ) . ' 
in . [(n-C5H5)~i{C0)]2SnX2 by other groups were likewise unsuccessful, 
In the reac~jon of m~thylmagnesium iodide with [ (1T.:.f5H-5)Ni(CO) ] 2snBr2 '. it 
) 
· appeared that the tin-nickel bond was ~token, .wit~ the formation of 
[(n-C_sH5 )Ni(C0)~ 2 and '[(1T-C~H5 )Ni] 3 (co) 2 • (Inf~ared spect·ra of.J< t~e " 
. -1 
reaction mixt'ure showed absorptions at. about 1740-1745cm . and in the 
I · . . , . 1 
range 1800-1900cm- , characteristic of these compoun~s.) 
2. Physical Propert.ies of the Products. 
' . 
The products that were successfuily isolated from reactions were 
I 
all crystalline materials. The nickel-tin complexes were· green, the 
nicke~-tin-iroo complexes ~ere brown-green and the . iron~tin complexes 
I 
. were orange in colour. 
The stability' of the products varied considerably. TQe mono-
substitut!ed nickel-tin . complexes decomposed rapidly ~n e~_po'sure to. the . 
.,. . I 
atmosphere ·both as sol.ids and ~n soluti6n . They decompose~ s~ow~~ even 
·as ·solids under dry nitroge'n in abs~nce of light, the product of decom-
position being a black or grey-black powdery solid. The' disubstituted 
nickel-tin comple:x.e~ in the solid ~tate were. relatively stable on exposure 
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iron ~roup were . ~table as solids and decomp~sed'only very slowly as 
sol1.1tions when expo,sed to the atmosphere.~ Inte~estingly, the mixed metal 
I ' ' 
compounds gave·ofr some rlickelocene when subjected to low pressures. 
· The metal-metal bonded · co~plexes w~re ·solubl~ in most organic 
solvents, although less so in saturated hydrocar,bons •.. This property ~as 
made use of in, isolating and purifying them. 
Table 2 summarises some o~ the phY.sical and sp~ctroscopic proper-
ties of ' th~ nickel complexes synt~esised ~ere. 
3. Suggested St.ructur.es for the Products. · 
At present,' the only cyclopentadienylnickel compound'c~ntaining 
. 0 
r 
a nickel...:metal bond for which a crystal structure has .been ·determin.ed is 
.. ~u-C5H5 )Ni(PPh3)GeC13 .~c6u6 • 69 
In this compound, the cyclopentadienyl ring {s distorted. The· 
. . 
n~ckel, germanium and · phospho.~us atoms lie in a plane. perpendicul.ar to , 
the mean· plane of the. cyclopentadienyl ring. One of the chlorine atoms 
lies almost in plane, with the nickel, germanium. and phosphorus a·toms. A 
qiagram of the molecul,,e is _shown in .Figure 1, following' Tabl~ 2. The 
bond lengths and an~es are not to scale. 
In ' the absence . of other x-ray structural de.terminations, it is 
assumed that the geometry· around the nickel atoin in the carbony~-n:-
. . ' 
· cyclopentadienylnickel compounds reported in this thesis is simila~· ,' 
· folJ.owing a distor~ed trigonal bipyram~dal configuration around· the 
nickel atom, .in wh:f:ch two equatqrial and one axial position are .occ~pied ; 
. ~ . ' 1 by the cyolopentadienyl ring, as shown in F.fgure 2. .In ~his way; the 
centre of . the r~ng ·and the nickel, the group IVb metal atom and t~ 
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. PhY,sical 'Parameters ·of· th~ Nickel Compounds · Pr~pared. 
\Compound 
.. ( n-c5H5) Ni( ~0) Snc~ 2-
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cAs CDC1 3 solution ; · TitS re fe rence ·, 
d . 




. . tr.o., 
. 0 




244s, 275vs, · 
39Bsh·, 444w 
. ·. 
: >250·, 302m,. 
446m 
235m, 280m,· 
36lmw . · 
240s, 288ms 
242m, 270vs, 
.. 306sh, 412w 
~ · 
' ·35 . 
. ' 
Ions ld mass spectrum . 
P-CO, P-2CO, P-SnC1 2 ,, 
(C5H5) 2Ni 2 CO, (CSH;) 2Ni2 ~ 
SnC1
2
., (C5H5 )Ni, SnCl, etc. 
· .. P-CO, P-2 C?•. P-SnBr 2, 
\ .. . 
. (C5H5) 2Ni2co, (c5H5) 2Ni2.' 
(C5H5) 2Ni,_ SnBr.2 , _(CSHS)Ni,· · . . 
SnBr, ·-etc. 
P, . P-00, (C_5Hs)li, SnCl·2, 
. ' 
.. · (C5H5 ).NiCl, (c5H5)Ni 
•. 
~· P-CO,: P-2CO, P-3CO : 
P, P-co, p...:zc6 
., 
1 eNo bette~ mass · spe~·trurn ·availab~e 
. 13 . . . 
*Attribute d t;o C- 0. stre tch. 
.J. 
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The tr'ig~nal b:~pyramidai' arr_an.gell!ent is in accordance with ·d1sp 3 
.hybrid orbi'tals 0 allowed by the electron arra~gement abo~:~t the. nickel 
a toni. 
Probable structures of the complexes· (n-C5H5 )Ni(CO) Sn~3 , · 
_[ (n-c5H~)Ni(CO) ]~Sn~i'• (n-CS~$)Ni(~O) SnX2(CO) 2Fe'(n-C5H5)' ~X = c.l; Br) 
. 
are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 respe~tively, follo~ing Table .2 • 
. , 
4. lnfrared Spectra. 
lnfrare.d . spectra' of the complexes ' in solutio~ show,'. respectively, 
• J • • .. 
one,. two, 6r three strong or mod~r~tely strong. absorptio~s' in' the' ter-
-1 
minal carbonyl stretchiVg range (l900-2100cm . . ) • . , ; 
' . 
For the compounds (~-C5H5)Ni(C~)Snx3_ (X = CJ.,., Br) ~ the single 
absorpti.on ·band in the terminal stretchi,ng range is in accordance with, 
',' 
the ex~ected structure~ ... 
. · .. 
The presence of two 'terminal c~rbonyl stre~ching .· bands for the· 
compound~ [('rr-c5H5).Ni{C0)]2snX2 (X~ Cl, Br) can be attributed to two 
· vibrational modes: :symmet~ic and ant'isymmetric (Figs. 4a, 4c) -- or 
. . 
s_!.mply: ' in phase, out of phase. · ~ere, as in the case of the correspond~ng 
. 126 ' . iron compounds, the higher wavenumber is ·assumed to ' correspond to ." the · 
.·. 
,symmetr-ical vibration. 
In. t.he .heterotrimetal.lic derivatives, the, b.a,nd~ can be assigned ·' 
fl • ~ 
: ' 
on the basi.s o; local symme~ry, provided np, appreciable coupling between 
'the carbonyl groups on the iron atom and the carbonyl group on the 
nicke~ . atom is assume<;i. One band can be assigned to .the C - 0 s·tretch 
a t the nickel ·atom; the other ·two, to symmetric and antisymmet.ri~ C - ~ 
'stretches .at the i'ron atom. ,<T~e:group, . (Tlj:-C5H.5)Fe(Co) 2 ,' ~as a plane .· 
of symmetry ·bisecting the angle b~tween the two Fe C =· 0 bonds . ) 
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. Since the average C - 0 stretch in a c.ompound .of the' type 
· .(n-c5H5)Fe(CO) 2SnXj occurs at ,a lower energy than the C - 0 stretch in a 
corresponding nickel compound, we may a?sign the highest energy C - p 
stretch to that of the group attached to the pickel atom, the·next 
highest to ·the symmetric C - 0 st.retch at the iron atom, and the· 'lowest 
to the· antisymrnetri~ stretch at fhe' iron atom . 
. .. ·The effect of the various substituents at the t.in atoni on the 
.energy of. the C - 0 stretching absorpt~on· in the~e compounds will ~e · 
' • 0 
discussed l~ter. 
5. lH NMR Spectra. · 
" 
. The ~H NMR spectra of the complexes ··show an int'eresting' trend. 
' . ~ ~ ) 
Those. complexes containing only ~ne nickel group attached to the tiri ·. 
atom show · a resonance of . the ·cyclopentadien~l hydrogens in the region of 
T 4.2, whereas · thosf7 containing two transition ~etal groups show a , 
. . • I 
resonance for the cyclopentadienylnickel hydrogens in the region of 
0 '-- . • 
1 4.4: (Sirice in the iron-tin compounds the resonances generally occur 
. " 
. ~ . . 
at higher. T v.alues than those of i:he corresponding nickel-tin compounCis, 
. . 
, the resonance ~t the .higher. :T .value in the heterotrimetallic compounds 
is assigned to the cy~lopentadienyliron hydrogens while that 'at the lower 
. . / ' 
. . . 
1 .value is assigned to the cyclbpentadienylnickel ' hydrogens.) 
·A c~mparison of the NMR !?pectra of · the compou~ds (7r-c;H5) Fe(CO) 2..:: 
' 84 . . 
and . [ (n-c5H5)Fe(CO) 2J2snc12. ~hows the same contrast between 
.compounds containing one or .two transi~n ~tal groups attached to the 
same ti·n atom. 
·· ·· . 
The 'effects of various substituent's at the tin atom on the 
cyclopent'adienyl ·hydrogen resonance in these compounds will be discussed 
.. 
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later in more detail .when they ~11;_ be considered plong with effects on 
o'ther P,hysical parameters, riotably the C - 0 stretching absqrpt,ions ·in 
the infrared spectra of the complexes. 
' . 
6. Electronic Spe~tra. · ' . 
,;:_ 
Very little study .has been done · on the· electronic spectroscopy 
. 
of' organometallic compounds with metal-metal bond~. To assign the 
·absorption maxima· of these compounds to particular electronic transitions 
would be beyond the scope· of.this wo~k. However, some of the regular!- · 
. . 
ties oose~ved :in the .electronic spectra ·of the compounds· p~epared here 
are worth notLng •. 
All' the complexe~ . show an absorption at about 240n~ and most 
' 
. .. ' 
show one .at about 260.-290ruu. · Most of · the complexes also· show a third . 
absorption at· ~b~ut· 300~m, ~nd a~s'orptions. ~~ 'ionger wavelengths we~e 
noted . in .four of t~e: complexes .. For most of the complexes, three absorp-
·, . 




The number of transition met'al groups .• or the· number or kind of 
halogen atoms ?ttached to tl\e tin atom d.id not affect the values of >. 
max 
in any -regular fashion except in the case of the compound~ : [('!1'-C5H5)'Ni-
.. (CO)]?snx2 • In this case, ·whe~e X = Br, the · values of '-~ax · ~ere all 
shifted to a lo~get ~~veleng.th ·compared to : ~lie~e X = Cl. 
values of£ were not calculated, as ' the solutions decomposed 
. · max· . · . 
. rapidly; making the calculated .value~ unreliable . . However, ,the relative 
intensities ·Of the. absorptions in each spectrum are rioted, ~sing the 
same notation as is coronion in infrared spec~ra • . 
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·to be-something between the colours of the iron~tin complexes and · the . . 
. nickel-tin ~omplexes, although. no s\.1ch regularity was observed in the 
· electronic spectra of these substances. 0 
7. Mass Spectra. 
Because of the large number of stable nuclides of nickel, .and 
~ 
especially of tiQ, mass spectra of the complexes; which were di~ficult 
to obtain in good~· qualtty in any case, were in. additi~n·, difficult ,to · 
.. 
' 
.· jnterpret. . 
Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, overleaf, show, respectively·, the patterns 
• . . + + · · + + 
expected .for ions containing Sn , SnNi , SnNiz , and SnNiFe only. 
' Si~ce, in these compounds, chlorine or bromine is always presen~, many 
of ·the ·ions in the mass speGtrometer ,contained atoms of these elements, 
thus making the patterns even more co~pliaate~. 
~er_e iron was present fn the c:ompound, tjle patterns were not 
. . ' . 56 
quite so complex, since over 90% of natural iron is Fe. 
. . 
The paren_t ion, if its presence could be observed at · all, was 
generally not very abundant (.< 1%) •.. Progt;"es'sive loss of carb~:my:l group's 
could' be seen in the · spectra of all the 'compounds; ' except for (n-C H)-
. ' . . 5 5 
Ni (CO) SnBr 3 , for which no spectt;"um containing fra.gm·ents above m/ e 200· 
could be obtained of good 'enough quality •. 
The most abundant ion had· m/ e valu~s corresponding to the ion 
. +· . ' ·. . (C5H5) 2Ni , and this was present even where there was only one cyclo-· 
pen.tadienyl group per molecule •. . This ion may be the result 'of ion-
.molecule collision ~nside the' mass spectro~et~r. rhe 'next most abundant 
. + 
ion was (C5H5)Ni· . 
. 
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FIGURES 6 - ·, 9· 
; 
., 
.THEORETICAL ISOTOPIC CONSTitUTIONS OF THE SKELETAL IONS IN MASS SPECTRA OF 
,· 
m/e ~ 
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accordance with the proposed . structures' shown in Figu.res· 3, 4 and 5. 
· ·Wh~t appeared to be metastable peaks were ob~erv~d in, the mass 
spectra of the _compounds [ .(rr-c5H5)Ni(C0)] 2SnBr2 ~~d ('11'-C 5f!:5 )Ni(CO)S~Cl3. 
a't m/ e 188 and 123 in each case. Closer investigation reveale.d that 
thes.e peaks did not ·correspond to any of the. possible fr~gmentations for 
these compounds. Sin.ce there are 
\ . 
~ ~arge number of ve~ strong peaks at 
· these m/e values, corresponding to 
' + ' + (C5H5) 2Ni and c5H5Ni . , no i se'might 
' ' 
well account for the observation. 
· ~.eneral Trends in the Spectra. 
The carbonyl s.tretching frequencies in the inf.rared spectra of 
the compounds synthesised here, t~g~~her with the cyclopentadienyl 
' ) ' ' 
hydrogen resonances in the 1'H NMR spectra, .show some interesting trends. 
If a chloride compound is compare? ' with the ·_'corresponding bromide ,• 
derivative, it is ~bserved that, witn ' the e~ception of the symmetric 
st~etch in the heterotrimetallic compound~, the C - Q stretch is at-a' 
,, . -" \ 
higher . energy in the chloride derivative. This suggests that -Sn~l3 ls 
a better 
ele~tron 
electron withdrawing ~up th~~ ~SnBi:J •. The withdrawal of 
density from the transidon ·metal atom ·weaken's · dTr - p'll' ~ond·iag 
. 
between the transition metal and carbon atoms, and r aises 'the C - 0 bond 
. ard'er ,. thus . requiz:ing higher energy for vibration. The ·, s ame argument 
. applie s whe r .e - SnC12- i s a be tter electron withdra wing group t hp.n 
·' 
- SnBr2- . 
· " / The 1 H NHR spectra of the compounds also· s~pp6rt this .argument. 
. . 
CQmparison of corre sponding chloro- and bromo- de rivatives shows· tha t . I' 
resonanc es o c cuF at l ower T values in th~ chlo,rci- derivat ives. 'The bet_ter 
. ' 










' : ·. 46 
'', 
(compared to -SnBr2-) leads to decreased electron density at the transi-
- tion metal atom, weakening bondlmg between the transition metal and ~he 
cyclopentad~enyl ring and de~reas~ng the shielding of the ring proton~. 
Similar findings have been made in the ser~es · of compounds 
'1t 
.;, 
((7r-C5H5)M(CO)j]~S~X4_n (M == Mo, W; n = 1, 2; X,·= .CL, Br, I, alkyl, Ph: 
\ 
' . 144 No2 , sc2H5-, seN), the series {(n-c5H5).Fe(C0) 2]nsnx4_n (n = 1, 2; 
.. 
.. . . . ' . • 126 
X = Ci, Br, I, alkyl, ary~, ONO, OCOCH3 , SC2H5 , SCN) with some ano-~ Ill . . . . 






(X =7. c;, Br, I) ·•84 
If the · compounds containing one nickel group are compared with 
those containing· two nickel groups attached to the tin aeom, it is 
observed that the carbonyl ~tretching absorptions in the in.frared spe_ctr~ 
are at lower energy _in the l·atter group, with a difference in. wavenumber 
-1 : 
of about'30-35cm betwe~n the absorption 'in the monosubstituted com-
pounds and the symmetric stretch in the.disubstitute~ comppunds. Also, 
the cyclopentadienyl hyd-rogen resonances irt . the lH NMR spectra are at 
. . .. ' . . ' : ' " 
lower 1 v~l~es in the monosubstituted. compounds, the difference being of 
the orc,Ier of 0. Zppm. . 
. The .difference!? can be attributed to the need for the elec.tron • 
~ithdrawing .effect of t~e tin-halogen group to be shared between the two 
I . nick~l grOUpS .iO,'the disubstituted COmpo~ndS, ·~nd alSO ' tO the presence ' 
· of tw~,. rather than three halo.gen atoms attached' t.o ·the tin atom. 
, . . ~ 
A comparison of the carbonyl stret~hing abso~ption~ in the infra~ 
red spectra and ~he ·cyclopentadienyl hydrogen -resonances in the l'H NMR· 
' . ' 
spectra of the heterotrimetallic compounds with thos_e of either the mono-










sharing ·the tin.-hillogen .grqup. ~e ' values of. "'c~·o ancf 'r~ H for 'the · 
5 5 
compoun~s (n-c5u5 ) Fe(CO) 2_snx3 {X. .= Cl, Br) are showri i:n 'Table 3, overleaf. 
It is of interest to· note here that the stabilities of the ·nickel 
. 
compounds synthesised ·in this work appear to be related ' to the · electron 
I ~it~drawing abi~ity of the tin-halogen group in each case. ·The least 
' ..... . It 'fii1 
stable is. (n-c5H5 )Ni{CO)SnC13 , .in whtch the -sncl3 group i _s most electron~ 
,·, 
·witl:ldrawing, The next less stable is (rr-c5H5)~i(CO)SnBr3 , in wn:Lch the 
~ ' 
-SnBr3 group is only slightly less electron-wi~hdrawing. Somewha,t ni'bre : 
\ ' 
stable is [~ -c5u5)Ni(C?)] 2sncl2 , in which the 
ability, of ' the : -SnCI2- gro~~ must be shared by .th~ tw? 
• • . • ~ I , . . 
followed ~y [<"-c5H5)Ni(C0)] 2snBr2 , in which · the · -snBr2-
gro!lps, 
up is onl y 
slightly. le'Ss electron-witq~rawing _· than -SnCli:-• The iron-tin,...n'ickel 
' .. 
~ompou~ds are th-e most .st-able, for reasons not as yet clear. 
. . 
Since · electron withdrawal of the tin-halogen group ·lower's the 
electron ·density around the transition metal atom, the metal-carbon · bonds 
are weakened,. ·allowing cleavage of the . -bouded -ligands. 
' . . 
This is much 
. . 
the same as in the case of the transition metal carbonyl halides 'already 
discussed. 
Because of t~~ifferent nrmber of carbonyl stretching bands in 
' . 
' • ' • . '>, I 
the iJlf~ared spectra of the co~pounds· [<.n:-c5H5)Ni(co}l2s~x2 , [<n-c5H5)-
Fe(co)212~nx2, and (~r-C5H5 )Ni(CO)SnX2 (C0) 2 Fe(tr-C5H5 ) (X ~- Cl , Br) --
two, f our, and thr ee respectively . ~- - a dire ct comparison is not e asy. 
0 • • • 
...._·If; . as ~ previo'usly stated," the . highest ~p._ergy c a rbonyl stret ch i ng 
' . 
absorption ·in an infrare d spe ctrum of a het.erot':rimetallic compound i s · 
!'-- . . 
attribute d to the nicke l ; C ~ 0 stre t ch, then' its erie~gy is in much the ·same 
range as the carbonyl s t r e tches in the · dini ckel - t in compounds, while the 
.. 
I ._ 
·, . . ..... . 
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absorptions due to the iron C - 0 s.tretches · fall in much the same 1'ange 
as. the ·more symmetiic carbo~yl stretches in .the ~i-iron-tin .. compounds'. 
This evidence ~uggests that substituting an iron group for a 
nickel group or vice 'versa has little. or rio effect on the b~nd energies' 
in the remait)ing tr'!.nsi,tion metal group. Looked at another· way, the 
. . 
electron donor properties of the groups (JT-C5H5)Fe(C0) 2 and .<rr-C5H5 )Ni(CO) . 
seem to be much the same. 
The 1 H NMR spec'tra of the compoh~ds· · are slightly easier to inter-
pret in thi,s light. _The cyclopentadienylnickel. hydrogen resonance in 
the heterotrimetallic compoun4s '- is at a very slightly higher T value (by 
· Q.Ol or 0.02ppin) th'an in the dinickel-tin compounds. The cyclopenta-
dienyliron hydro·gen resonances in the heterotrimetallic· compounds are 
. . ~ ~ . 
either up by Q.Olppm (in the: ~ase of; the chloride) or ¢oWI1 by ·O.Olppm 
(in the case of the bromide), ~ompar~ to the di-~ron-:tin compounds. 
. ' 
This suggests that the nickel group is marginally _more electron-
. . . I . . ' 
attracting than the iron group, ·~f there is . any d:ff ference at all, since 
an increase ln .T value.· suggests i'ess· electron donation by the transition 
metal atom. 
9. · Possible Future Developments. 
In the field of organometallic compounds wi l;h metal-metal · bonds ·, 
so much _wo.rk has been done on the s~nthetic ~s-pects that it seems there 
. is not much. more to be done in producing novel compounds except by using 
. . . . . 
well-:-tried methods. However, some of the synthetic methods ' referred to 
in the . Introduction to t~is thesis· may !=n)oy wider use in· future where 
i): ·is' desired to prepare compounds that have_ so far defied ·attempts at 






















.There is a great need for a ·better understanding of the nature 
·. . 
of the metal-metal bond. This may be achieved qy fur_ther. research into 
.. spectroscopic propert.ies of metal-metal bonded comple:x;es. For .'example, 
. . . . 
very ·little work has been done on the electronic spectra 'o£ these com-
·. . . . 
pou.nds. Al.sa, ph? to_ electron spectr.oscopy would be a useful t~ol in 
elucidating the na.ture of the bonding involved i n . these compounds. 
Studies of the reactions of . these compounds would. also be useful in 
. . . . . -' . 
shedding some light on the nature' of the metal-metal bonds . 
In some groups of these co~pounds there i's a dearth of re·search 
• I 
into the crystal s t~uc tures. To da'te , .. there have been no studies done 
on ·carbonyl-Tr-cyCl.opentadienylnickel derivat i ves,_ for example. . . 
' ' 
" Some compounds similar t~ those prepared as par t . . of . t he work of 
this thesis have ~een tested · as anti-knock additives to h~drocarbo~ · fu~~s 
' . .. 27 
additives to reduce .wear i n lubricants.. It is to . b.e hoped that·. or .as 
'wi der ·use may be found for . these compo'u~d!:! ~ . 
.· ' 
I ' · .
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